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The Prayer Before The Prayer
Don’t blame the Creator if your spiritual progress is very slow and unnoticeable! We must first and
foremost reveal the desire inside ourselves. Without it we will not be able to feel a change in our states.
If I don’t feel the spiritual world yet, it means I still don’t want it! It is here, right next to me, but I don’t
want to see it and that is why I don’t reveal it. There are no presents from Above. How I reveal the
spiritual world depends only on me and my desire. As soon as my desire grows and reaches the level of
the next, higher spiritual world, I immediately reveal it. But if I don’t feel a need for it, then I can’t reveal
it.
Everything is up to a person. Our only task is to influence each other in order to discern our desire
correctly. We may be yelling and burning with desire, but it’s a desire for the wrong thing, both in
quantity and quality.
What we need is a clearly discerned desire where the most important thing is the quality of the desire:
What exactly do I want, rather than how much I want it. In spirituality the quantity is not important, only
the quality is. We call the quality of a spiritual desire, “force.“ The force of a desire in spirituality is
defined by how sharp and precise it is and what exactly it is aimed at. This requires constant worry to
make sure that your desire has the right direction.
If you ask people how they imagine spirituality and what they desire, you will get a different answer
from every person. This can only be discerned by working in the group and using help from the Light
which we all attract together during the study because we understand that for now we don’t have the
right desire for bestowal and faith. Therefore, we want the Light to come and explain it to us, to show us
examples and create a desire in us! This is called a necessity without a necessity, the prayer before the
prayer.
However, once a person is brought to the group, from then on everything is up to him.
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Everything Depends On Every One Of Us
Why don’t we gather only those around the world who belong to the most active part called “600,000
souls” and work on their spiritual correction? Why worry about the rest? It is because today we must
be in the general, integral flow from the very beginning.
We see that global cataclysms are affecting the whole world and there is a general awakening. All the
phenomena are starting to be so connected and related to everyone that it forces us to worry about the
general organism.
The general, full, spiritual redemption (Geula) is the dissemination of the wisdom of Kabbalah among all
the nations, and for this reason all parts of the common soul must help other. Some of them do it by
attaining mutual guarantee, another part supports them, and there are many other circles.
The active part called “Israel” must be the first to complete its correction in order for this wisdom to
then spill over to the whole world. However, the rest of the world must also help this part accomplish
this because we thereby accelerate our path. The choice between the path of Light and the path of
suffering does not depend only on those who have a point in the heart. We see in practice how mutual
help influences everyone and strengthens all of us.
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